EUROTALENTS PRE-SELECTION CAMP I

July 27 – August 3

STOCKERAU (AUSTRIA)

PROSPECTUS
PARTICIPATION CRITERIA:

ETTU Eurotalents (TI&S) invites 3 girls and 3 boys per Association born 2004 or later. The ETTU encourages its Associations to send their best players to the camp.

The ETTU also invites coach (coaches) from Associations. The ETTU would like to encourage all Associations to send female coaches as well.

SCHEDULE:

July 27: Arrival day and first practice at 5 PM

July 28 to August 2: Training camp and tournament

August 3: Departure day

ENTRIES:

Your entries should be sent to the organizer NOT later than 13th of July 2016:

UTTC-Stockerau:
Alte Au 1, A-2000 Stockerau
Austria

Contact person: Mr Stanislaw Fraczyk
☎ mobile: +43 676 637 31 80
e-mail address: s.fraczyk@uttc-stockerau.at

ENTRY CANCELLATION:

Cancellation of participants is possible till: 20th of July 2016.
For cancellation after 20th of July, a cancellation fee of € 120 will be charged.
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS:

Each Association has to cover travel expenses and accommodation cost (full board) for the players and coaches in full amount of:

Kaiserrast Stockerau – 61 € person / day

ACCOMMODATION SUBSIDY:

ETTU will pay subsidy for 1 boy and 1 girl / Association in full amount of 20€ /day / player.

All other cost shall be paid to the organizer or in cash upon your arrival or in advance to the following bank account:

BANK DETAILS:

Name of Bank: Raiffeisenbank Stockerau
IBAN number: AT98 3284 2000 0017 6081
Swift code: RLNWATWWSTO

Credit cards will NOT be accepted.

COACHES:

Karsai Ferenc (Hungary) - Head Coach (Organizer)
Halmai Attila (Hungary) - Assistant coach (Organizer)
Zsolt Harczi (Hungary) - Special coach (Organizer)
Cegnar Neven (ETTU)

It is extremely important that invited players attend the camp with their national team and/or personal coaches as this is the best opportunity to discuss future programmes for the players and establish regular communication among coaches and adequate ETTU bodies. The ETTU is also keen to increase the number of female coaches in Europe and therefore encourage the participation of female coaches. This is a great training opportunity for both male and female coaches to learn and grow together with the young players.
PLAYING CONDITIONS:

There are two halls in the same building and they are only 10 m away: One table tennis hall with 6 tables and red floor, and a second hall with place for 20 tables. All tables are from Butterfly and new.

TRANSPORT:

ARRIVAL – DEPARTURES

Stockerau is situated about 20 km north west of Vienna. There is a train service between Vienna International Airport and Stockerau every 30 min with one change of the trains.

All participants travelling by air are requested to arrive in Vienna. The delegations will be welcomed at the airport. Please send the information of your flight to the organizer.

For those coming by car (Highway A22), there are two important exits: Stockerau Ost for the hotel, Stockerau Mitte for the sport centre. Both are situated directly at the exits.

EXTRA ACTIVITIES & FACILITIES:

It is possible to use a public swimming pool, at 2,30 EUR/person. So don’t forget your swimsuits.

YOU ARE EUROTALENTS – SEE YOU IN STOCKERAU

ETTU Development Manager Eurotalents TI&S

Neven Cegnar, prof.